Formator: predicting lysine formylation sites based on the most distant undersampling and safe-level synthetic minority oversampling.
Lysine formylation is a protein post-translational modification, which has been found to be involved in many biological processes. Accurate identification of lysine formylation sites is essential for elucidating the underlying molecular mechanisms of formylation. Traditional experimental methods are time-consuming and expensive. As such, it is desirable and urgent to develop computational methods for accurate prediction of formylation sites. In this study, we propose a novel predictor, Formator, for lysine formylation sites prediction. Formator was developed using the ensemble learning strategy based on four individual SVM classifiers via a voting system. Moreover, the most distant undersampling and Safe-Level-SMOTE oversampling techniques were integrated to deal with the data imbalance problem of the training dataset. Four effective feature extraction methods, bi-profile Bayes, k-nearest neighbor, physicochemical properties, and composition and transition were employed to encode the surrounding sequence features of potential formylation sites. Extensive empirical studies show that Formator achieved the accuracy of 87.24% and 74.96% on jackknife test and the independent test, respectively. Performance comparison results on the independent test indicate that Formator outperforms current existing prediction tool, LFPred, suggesting that it has a great potential to be a useful tool in identifying novel lysine formylation sites and facilitating hypothesis-driven experimental efforts.